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CONSTRUCTION

& USE.

Cleth

Contains complete Instructions.

Covers, PRICE 62

;

The Lens gives crisp definition, being a euperior Achromatic Photographic Combination with rack
Each Magic Lantern is efficient for exhibitions.
The Condenser is composed of two plano-convex
and pinion. It is fitted to a telescopic lengthening tube, so gaining increased focal accommodation.

lenses of 4 inches diameter.
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Photographic
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§

The refulgcut lamp has 3 wicks (or 4 wicks 2s. extra), yielding a brilliantly illuminated picture.—Each is complete in box.
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Perforated

Iron

Brass Sliding Tubes,
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FoR LiMeLicHT

Foot, Achromatic
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Russian
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Telescopic Tubes,
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The Top Lantern
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|2 Panelled Doors, Brass
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Body,

6 doors
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Moulded Base,

LANTERN.

separately with Oil Lamp.

and

Moulded Foot, Brass

Stages

|PERKEN, SON & RAYMENT, °:":""" LONDON. ‘OPTIMUS.’
Stages and Sliding Tubes...

we

oe

..

£10

10s.

and Tubes, Achromatic Front Lens, Compound Condensers £1'7
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LEONARD CHAPMAN & Co,
——.

ENGINEERS,

| Sheffield Street, London, W.c.
(LINCOLN’S

f Patentees of and Contractors for the erection of Plant for extracting OXYGEN

INN.)

from the atmosphere.

1 Makers of Improved High-Pressure COMPRESSORS for Oxygen, Hydrogen, Carbonic Acid, Ammonia, &.
{ Solid Drawn Seamless Steel GAS

HACKNEY.
EDWARDS
Co.,
&J.
B.
Grove,
tHe

CYLINDERS

of guaranteed Carbon percentage

| All Cylinders tested, stamped,
and numbered by GOVERNMENT
INSPECTOR, whose CERTIFICATE accompanies each.
Sole Makers of CHAPMAN’S Improved Indestructible VALVES of “Bull Nose” and other patterns.

|
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Transparencies
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THE

FINEST

QUALITY,

STEDMAN
Studios

Professional

Mark.
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to many

LONDON,
Complete

inquiries, please note addreas

Ww. R. HILL
&
SON,
OPTICAL SCENIC ARTISTSto the Royal Polytechnic

0*
}

Also the London

are fitted with

CHILDE

&

Hit,

Speciality in first-class photo colouring with original and
striking sky effects.

:

New Errncts (to order only).—New Carol Singers, with realistic
and marvellous effects, change to Christmas morning (Snowing), stage
coach arrives with guests; the welcome.
The Waits, and other
scencs to illustrate Christmas in ye olden times.
The Old and New
Year. Song, Nazareth, illustrated, &c. All our old sets to be obtained.
ROYAL POLYTECHNIC (Lonpoy, June, 1878).
“ The final illustration represents the parachute shell, which, being
fired from a mottar,at niyht, bursts in the air and effectually lights
up the country.
This effect, which is by Mr. W. R. Hirt, and
beautifully rendered, brings a most instructive lecture to a close.”

;

—:-Morning Advertiser.

“The audience is startled by the wonderful effect of the parachute
shell...... such as the original. ..... a clever imitation.” —Times.

13, Beversbrook

Rd.,

Tufnell

Park,

FOR

PATENTS,
“MAGIC

London,

Electric

THE

and Provincial Theatres, Colleges and Institutes, ete,

Sole Inventors of Dissolving Views & Effects: &
Chromatrope,
Iatroducers of the Lime-light on to the Stage (Drury Lane
1855).

Light

LANTERN

each), viz., Miracles,
Peter, Paul, &c.,&c.

and

advice

BIBLE.

Parables, Life of David, Joseph,
Careful selections of pictures

from the great masters. ‘‘ HELP”
declares this to be
““much the most comprehensive of any series of
pictures yet prepared.”’
Enclose

STEVEN

stamp

for Catalogue,

A, E, GRINSTED,
Lantern

N.

Slide Artist,

MARKS
gratis.

Special

New

Edition.

BROS., 33, Osborne St., City, GLASGOW.

Lantern

, DALMENEY
ROAD,
TWA PARK, LERDON N.
Lantern

Operator,
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matters
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speciality.

WOOD'S “SPECIAL JET”
Is the Jet for the coming season, absolutely
safe, brilliant light, equal to mixed jet and
hard lime; gas at ordinary pressure from the
main
Read

November,

the following

can
report

be

used.

(Optical Magie

Lantern

Journal,

1894) onthe Candle-power of various Jets, by Mr.

J. Coles, A.M.I.C.E

:—

Ordinary blow-through Jet, soft lime ..
Wood’s special blow-through Jet
oe
Ordinary mixed Jet, hard lime..
«»

IW.

260 candle-power.
475
”
”
475
”
"

Price of Jet, best workmanship and finish, £1 118s. 6d.
Send for Wood's Catalogue of Lanterns and Slides on

E. G. WOOD,

Sale or

&c,

OF

Apply to—The Patent Department,
LANTERN JOURNAL,” 56, CHANCERY LANE,
Information

Installation.

Old and New Testaments, 1440 Slides, all different
(including texts).
Small Bible sets (30 to 4o Slides

REGISTRATION

TRADE

W.C.

SUNDAY LANTERN SERVICES,

Institation since 1840 (by special appointment).

ORIGINALLY

BY

& SOPER,

147, STRAND,

The

MADE

Hire,

post

74, Cheapside,

free, three

stamps.
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Notes.
Monta by month we have been watching the
completion of the new oxygen compressing
works of Messrs. Leonard Chapman & Co., at
Sheffield Street, Lincoln's Inn, W.C., and for

some months past we, through the kindness of
Mr, Chapman, have during that time always
been welcomed

Notices.
THE

Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic

Enlarger is issued on the 1st of every month, price One

Penny,

and

may

be obtained

from

all Newsvendors,

Railway News Stalls, Photographic Dealers, or from
the Publishers, at the following rates, post free :—
United States.

12 months
2/60 cents.
Single copies
-/2
”
Advertisements (Scale of Charges), displayed :—

£os.d.
Front and back pages, by arrangement.
Ordinary page (whole)..
Si
38 00
co”
» (half).
5
115 0
se
-

“a

»»
»

(quarter)
(eighth)

»

perlinchincolumn..

..

100
010
0

0
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”
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0 3 0
Excnance Column, General Wants, &c. (not Trade)—

First 20 words,
words, ld.

Gd.;

and

for

every

3 additional

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS must reach the office not
later than the first post on the 24th of each month. All
cheques and postal orders to be made payable to Taylor
Brothers.

EDITORIAL communications must be addressed, J.
Hay Taytor.
Advertisements and business communications to Taylor Brothers, 56, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.
American

Agents:—The

International

and 85, Duane Street, New York City.

News

Co.,

83

to see how matters

were

pro-

gressing, the only understanding being that
we kept it to ourselves until the machinery
Their first announce| was in working order.
ment was made in their advertisement on the
first page of our last issue, and seems to have
takea everyone by surprise. We are now able
to say that the compressing plant is most
elaborate and complete, and that the oxygen
made by this firm will be about 99 per cent.
pure.
Mr. Chapman is the inventor of the
well-known ‘‘bull-nose” connecter and valves
and controls several patents both at home and
abroad in connection with the production of

oxygen.
All cylinders issued by this firm are
to contain a Government stamp.
4

*

Durine a recent trip to Antwerp, we were
surprised to learn that all cylinders of compressed gas used there had to be conveyed from
London.
Consignments of filled cylinders are
sent to Mr. Louis Van Neck, of 10 Klapdorp,
who distributes them to the users.
*

x

*

We observe that the editor of the Australian
Photographic Journal occasionally adopts an
easy method of obtaining what might appear to
his readers t9 be original articles. In the April
number just to hand, the lower portion of page

110
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211 contains an extract from the OpricaL
Maaric Lantern Journa of February, and on
page 217 another extract from the same source.
The source from which these are taken is not
acknowledged; but as on a previous occasion
an article taken from our pages was only
acknowledged three or four months afterwards,
perhaps we may read in the September number
of the Australian Journal that the information
was taken from the Optican Maaic JuanTERN
JourRNAL of last February.
*

K

id

We have received a note from Mr. Y. Jsawa,
Editor of The Shanshin Sowa, stating that in
future a portion of that photographic journal
will be printed in English, in connection with
which department Prof. W. K. Burton has
promised his aid.
Hitherto we have had to be
content with looking at the pictures of our contemporary, as our education respecting the
Japanese language has been somewhat neglected.
But the number just to hand, containing a
portion printed in English, proves of great
interest. Lhe Shanshin Sowa is published at 18,

Nichiome

Minami

Sakumachio,

Shiba, Tokyo,

Japan.
i

*

Tue Home Secretary has at last taken up the
subject of compressed gas in cylinders, and has
appointed the following committee, Prof. C.
VY. Boys, Prof. H. B. Dixon, Dr. Dupré, Rev. C.
I, Smith, and Prof. Unwin, to enquire into and

report on the manufacture, filling, and use of
gas cylinders. A preliminary meeting was held

with him during his preliminary researches in
California

in 1872;

since that time, under the

auspices of the University of Pennsylvania, his

attention has, almost exclusively, been devoted
to the subject.
ae

bod

AR

THERE is a clause in the New Zealand Option
Bill providing that every man convicted of being
an habitual drunkard shall be photographed at
his own expense, and every publican in the
district in which he lives supplied with a copy.
*
te
te
In recognition of the pleasant outing to which
Mr. Walter Tyler invited 120 of his friends (as
reported

in our last issue), an illuminated

and

framed testimonial has been presented to him
in the name of his guests. The testimonial
contains at the foot the names of the subscribers
*

%

a

Mr. C. W. Locxt, whose name has long been
associated with the firm of Messrs. D. Noakes &
Son, of Greenwich, has dissolved partnership
with that firm, and has entered into business at
244, Tottenham Court Road, as a maker and

dealer in lanterns and apparatus pertaining
thereto.
On 20th ult., Mr. Locke exhibited by
means of one of his new instruments at the
Royal Albert Hall, on a screen 374 feet square,
with excellent results.
——:0:———

Convenient
Method
of Raising
or Lowering a Jet.

at the Home Office on the 24th inst., and it is

expected that within a month visits will be paid
to certain works and the report completed.
*

In their catalogue of lantern slides for the
coming season, Messrs. Newton & Co. intend
adding at least two thousand subjects (scientific
and otherwise) to their already large list.
Mr. Hapwearp Muysrinar has announced that

during the season extending from October next
until March, 1896, he proposes to give a series
of lectures in Great Britain, on ‘‘ The motion of
the Horse and other

animals, in Nature and in

Art,” illustrated with forty new Zoopraxiscopic
projecting discs. His works on Animal Locomotion are so well known that it is perhaps unnecessary to say that the analysis of movements
by Llectro-Photography, and the synthetic

reproduction

of those

movements,

originated

In a letter recently received from Mr. R. W. J.
Leicester, of Gawler, South Australia, he informs

us of a convenient method he has adopted
raising or lowering the jet of his lantern.

for

The addition to the jet can be readily made

by one handy with tools, and failing that, the
cost of alteration would be very little and could

' be carried out in a short space of time.

The following sketch needs little explanation.
The end of the supporting rod (a) must
have a screw cut on it
and on this the nut
(B) turns.
(c) is a

circular shoulder which
is soldered to the top
of the tube of jet. The
nut (B) must be cut

away so that there is
left room for the free
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ARCHER’S

WEW

HAND

iil.

“TOURIST”

CAMERA.

This neat Camera contains 6 Double Dark Slides, all fitting behind the
focussing screen. It has a Leather Bellows worked by Rack and Pinion
from the outside, with engraved Scale of Distances; Rising Front; Door
at Back
Pickard

with

for focussing when used on a stand; 2 Finders; Thorntonand
First-class Rapid Rectilinear Lens fitted
Shutter;

Improved

Iris Diaphragms.
Beautifully made
Price
£5
Ss. nett, complete.

throughout.

ARCHER & SONS, Manufacturing Opticians,
43

to

49,

LORD

STREET,

Full Price List, 20 New Cameras,

GENERAL

al! Prices, Post

WANTS,

LIVERPOOL.
Free.

Established

&c.

1848.

fFleet! given to all, a copy of the “Tit Bit Guide
to Photography,” 56 pages.—Send one stamp for
postage to Tvlar, High-street, Aston, Birmingham.

PRACTICAL Lanternist of 20 years’ experience is
open to engagements, with or without his own
apparatus, in town or country, on very moderate terms.
Reference, Editor of this Journal.—Address, Optics, 13,
York-street, Walworth, London, 8.E.
N iNia Hanu Stand,
}-plate Camera, R.R. Lens,

Thornton-Pickard T. and I. Shutter, Changing
Box, bound in leather, nickel-plated fittings, good view-

finder,

substantial

baize-lined

leather

case,

lock, key,

handle and shoulder strap; the whole guaranteed perfectly new, with folding tripod, with waterproof case,
£6 63.; full particulars sent.—Blaker, Studio, Worthing.

AWSON

Saturator,

as

new,

38s. 6d.

Brin’s

fine

adjustment valve, cost 10s. 6d.; 6s, 6d.; approval.
—C. Rosser, Allersleigh, Westbury, Wilts.
O LANTERNISTS,

secondhand

&c.—Wanted

regulators,

oxygen

must be warranted ; other fittings.—Send
Paul, 77, High-street, Southampton.
YOR SALE.—Good

to purchase

and

two

hydrogen,

price to W. S.

serviceable lantern, French make,

telescopic lens, can be arranged for oil light or
limelight; with 4-wick lamp, gas jet, tray, carrier, and
20 feet india-rubber tubing, exhibition sheet 12 feet
square, quite new, cheap, all for £5.--Address 55,
Wellington-street, Felling-on-Tyne.

See
Limelight;

Displays, [lluminations, and
any quantity.
Glass Lamps, 10s. per

gross—E,

&

class Triple Bi-unial Oil-light Lanterns; also
Effects, and the very finest Coloured Photographs
out put on a screen; also the remaining portion of
Professor Malden's stock of magnificent slides and effects.

This is an opportunity of a life time for high-class werk,
not commercial rubbish. Tremendous reductions.—Apply
Hughes, Prewster House, Mortimer - road, Kingsland,
London, N.
ANTED
a Set of Thoroughly Good Slides, to
illustrate a lecture on music.—Particulars to
J. Steward, Tay and Wood-streets, Invercargill, New
Zealand.
YLIDES
Wanted, must be good; religious, tems
perance, instructive and comic, illustrated hymns
and effect slides; send lists stating if coloured or plain to
Lanternist,

33, Paris Street, Exeter.

ANYED.—Astronomical
sides and mechanical
effects, first-class only; also natural phenomena
and effects.—Albert Smith, St. Ann's Well, Brighton.

Co.,

102,

Green
- street,

Victoria

years ; rent £30, cleared by lantern exhibiting; price for
£160 worth of stock, lease and fixtures, £180.—H. W.
Collins, 24, Seaside, Eastbourne.
ANTED Slides on Physiology, Anatomy, Temperance, kindred subjects, in exchange for superior
sets effect: slides.—Dyke, 20, Granby-street, Leicester.

PARTMEN'IS at picturesque Rye; artist's favourite
resort; ancient gateway, castle in ruius ; illustrated guide, 2d.—Mrs. Button, Landgate, Rye.
OLITICAL

Shdes

for Elections.— Caricatures,

car-

toons, etc., specially designed to suggestions or
order; linen transparency pictures, hand and window
bills,etc.,painted ; drawings and sketches for any purpose.
Frank T. Weeks, 81, Thorps-road, Forest Gate.

Clearance of 4,000 Plain & Coloured Lantern Slides
By the BEST

MAKERS

at HALF

Detailed List sent on receipt of Sixpence—

M. W. DUNSCOMBE,

REAT Clearance Sale of New and Second-hand High-

Grand

Baker

Park, London, E.
1 CIGNTIFIC Toy and Fancy Bazaar at Eastbourne
for disposal; good position; same hands twelve

A

RARE

The High-Class

Locke

AND

Cc. W.
244,

PARADE,

BRISTOL, ENGLAND.

GENUINE

BARGAIN.

and powerful Biunial built and used by C. W.

at the Royal Albert

improvements.

PRICE.

10, ST. AUGUSTINE'S

Particulars

LOCKE,

on application

Lantern

TOTTENHAM

SLIDES

Hall on the 20th

and

COURT

of June,

Great

to

Slide
ROAD,

Maker,
W.

artistically coloured, from 4s. 6d. dozen,
Slides prepared trom negatives, 6s. dozen.

Slides for sale or hire. Photo printing
and enlarging. Lists free.

T. T. WING, Chatteris, Cambs.

Magic Lanterns & Slides! Great Bargains !
New
and Second-hand Lanterns and
Slides.
Book with instructions, post free, six stamps.
Largest stock of Slides in the world, can be had
on hire or

purchase,

very

low

terins.

Second-

hand lists and small catalogue post free.
ww ALTER
TYLER,

:

48 & 50, Waterloo Road, London.
Also 94, WATERLOO ROAD.

:

iv.
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THE

VANNECK

HAND

CAMERA

Is the best for Snap-Shot Work.
Fitted with Rapid Rectilinear Lens
with Iris Diaphragm ; and with Finder, on which the full size of image
is shown, and can be exactly focussed, thus securing perfectly sharp
negatives.

LANTERN SLIDE Size (3} by 3}) fitted with Eastman Roll Holder,
carries 70 Exposures, price £9. Magazine for 12 Plates, extra 1 10s.
Also

made

3-Plate

Films, £10

W.

Size, for 12 Plates,

£9

9s.;

Ditto,

for

24

Cut

7s.

WATSON
&
SONS,
OPTICIANS TO H.M. GOVERNMENT,

313,

HIGH

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

W.C.

RIN'S OXYGEN
To ensure good quality, buy only from the Brin Companies or their accredited Agents.
ADDRESSES:—

BRIN’S OXYGEN Co,, Ltd., 34, VICTORIA St., WESTMINSTER, 8.W.
(Works—69,

Horseferry

Road,

S.W.

MANCHESTER OXYGEN Oo., Ltd., GT. MARLBORO’ St., MANCHESTER
BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN Co., Ltd, SALTLEY WORKS, BIRMINGHAM.
CHE

OYER

MARVELLOUS

3,000

SOLD.

PAMPHENGOS

Unquestionably

the finest oil lighted lantern extant. Further improvements. Greater volume of light. Cannot be
equalled or surpissed.
WHY IS THE PAMPHENGOS SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS ?—Because it is carefully and scientifically
constructed, and not made commercially and sold under a variety of nom de plumes.
Because it’sa pure white light.
Because the coniodal glasses resist heat and are proof against fracture. Because, being technical, you can do
without dampers or chimney lengtheners, which are evils to be eschewed.
Because lanternists, by experience, are
finding its true value and know it to be reliable and safe.
Because it gives agood 12 to 14 feet disc unparalleled

(See testimonials and opinions of the Press), therefore will largely take the place of limelight and thus save the risk
W4H2
2=)
and danger of gas explosions.

Do not have any other lantern or lamp than the MARVELLOUS
effective instrument.

PAMPHENGOS, a really superb, substantial and

Waste not your money on inferior imitations,

This has stood the test over fourteen years, and

we can challenge comparison for purity of light, for ease in manipulation, and safety in use.
Hundreds of testimonials. Supplied to Colleges, Institutions, Clergy and the Gentry.
Particulars free. Prices.—
Complete PAMPHENGOS, beautifully constructed with high-class lenses, £6 65., £& &s. and £2 10s., lamps
£2 Zs., £1 10s. and £1 Is. each.

MAGIC

Universal

LANTERNS.—Cheapest

Lantern,

4-in.

double

and best.

The

condensers, portrait

lenses, rack and pinion, four-wick lamp, £1 5s. 6d.
THE DOCWRA
TRIPLE, Prize medal, highest
award.
Supplied to Dr. H. Guinness, Madame Adelina
Patti, and the Royal Polytechnic, &c., &c.

HUGHES’

| OBJECTIVES,

EXTRA

in cylindrical

and 8 inch foci, 15s. each.

SUPERIOR

LANTERN

tubes to slide in 4, 6,

Rack mounts, 15s.

MINIATURE
MALDEN
TRIPLE.
— A perfect
Bijou model, ventilation perfect ; will carry the largest

Mr. Hughes’ Grandly Illustrated Catalogue
of Great Inventions in Optical Projections.
Novelties and grand effects, not to be seen in any other

lenses, scientifically constructed.
Supplied to B. J.
Malden, Esq.; unparalleled results.
farticulars free.

Catalogue. Over 160 splendid wood engravings, not made
up with commercial blocks from wholesale houses,
but original, price 6d., postage 2d. Pamphlets free. List
of 60,000 Slides, free, 4d.

£6 tos.;

ww.
BREWSTER

ELEGANT

MAHOGANY

blow-through

BI-UNIAL,; brass fronts,

safety jets, 8s. 6d.; mixed

gas jet, 12s. 6d., with lime turners; 50
boxes, 1s. 6d.; lecturer’s candle lamp, 3s. 3d.

CG. HUGHES,
fPatentee and Specialist,
HOUSE, MORTIMER ROAD, KINGSLAND, LONDON,

grooved

N.
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turning on the collar (c).

This having been

Mone nothing further remains but to put
‘two small screws'(p) and (k) into the lower part
-of the nut so as to project below (c). It follows
‘then, that by turning the nut (8) the whole jet
‘will be raised or lowered as desired. The usual
«clamping nut (F) on the jet suffices to prevent
Side movement.
+O :——

‘illustrated

Sermons

By Hucr

in America.

{ Have been somewhat behind in keeping up
with the times with regard to lantern matters,
‘for Ihave been travelling forsome time past in the
United

States, but now, having

returned

and

‘received the missing numbers of the valuable
magazine,
Tue
Optica,
Maaic Lantern
JournaL,

I find

that

the

contents

are

so

voluminous that it will take me some time to
digest them.
I think it was in the last number that I had

‘the pleasure of reading that the editor had
-something or other to say about the lanterns in
churches in this country. Here they seem to
“arrange matters in a quiet, unassuming way, but
in America there is a certain amount of dash
about them, at least in the particular church
that I attended.
Hereit would appear that the
‘Slides to illustrate sermons are made and
supplied by firms to an extent devoted to the pur“pose, but there, where there are £0 many amateur
photographers, even including the ministers
‘themselves, matters are arranged on a different
‘scale, in fact I may say in a bold manner.
In one church in particular, the lanternist
-was almost as important an officer as the
‘minister himseif. The lanternist controlled the
-entire lighting arrangement of the church from
his gallery, where he and the lantern were
stationed.
This gallery was in communication
with the pulpit with electric bell and also
telephone.

The screen was not a large one, but

-still, was sufficiently large to enable the
projected view to be plainly seen, the small size
-of the disc being compensated for by the brightness of the light confined to the small area, A
‘touch of the bell and the operator lowers the
light and projects the desired picture. I may
-here say that the reason of my being in the
know, was, that I got introduced to the operator,

and was invited to be present with him
in his little gallery. The particular views

illustrated

on this occasion

the life models were all taken by either the
minister or his son. As far as my memory
carries me, the parson himself posed in suitable
pose, and garbed in suitable garb, represented
some good man.
His wife, daughters, and
sons also figured largely in the tableaux vivant
looking sort of groups.
Possibly he had
conscientious scruples about allowing any of
his own family to appear as the devil, for this
personification, I was informed, was represented
by his manservant or butler, and I must admit
that, dressed

Garespy.

were, he informed

me, commercial slides supplied by a well-known
firm of lantern and slide dealers in Chicago, and

11l

as he was,

he madea

very good

devil, complete in every respect, including tail
and pitchfork. One thing, however, was very

noticeable, and that was that in the life model

slides the minister’s family represented the good
and shining lights mentioned in the Bible, and
that all the questionable characters where either
photographs of his friends or his servants.
I need hardly say that the attendances at
this church were very large, consequently the
collections must have been somewhat on the
same scale, especially as a special device with a
floral design reminded us that “The usual

collection will now be taken.”
Personally, I make no comment upon the
above with the exception of saying that we in
England have not yet arrived at such
the reader can insert either the word perfection
or imperfection.
———.
0. ——

Politics

and

the

Lantern.

By Tae Muprarx.
Ir is quite evident that no election can take
place now without the lantern being called into
requisition to enlighten the electors by some
means or other.
During the last County Council election it
was largely used all over London, and many
candidates turned lantern lecturers for the first
time, and endeavoured to strengthen their
arguments as to the work the Council had done
for the people by slides of the parks, slums,

improvements, drainage works, fire brigade
stations, and the various projects either contem-

plated or which the late Council had in hand;
also by special diagram slides showing the

attendances of members, cost of schemes, etc.,

etc. These were shown for the most part in
halls or schoolrooms in the usual orthodox
manner,

and as it was known before hand when

; the election would take place, ample time was
given to prepare the lecture and get the slides
ready ; but at the recent Parliamentary contest
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in Walworth—which was one of the quickest, if
not the quickest contest known—there was no
time to prepare anything bearing strictly upon
the questions now immediately before the
Houses

of Parliament,

but

the

contest

had

scarcely begun when the inhabitants of that
salubrious (?) locality were being regaled nightly
with a peripatetic lantern show.
During the day one of those cumbersome
pantechnicon vans—so much dreaded by the

ordinary householder who has to shift his
belongings—drawn by two horses, wended its
way slowly through the streets, covered with
banners and bills, doingduty as a perambulating
hoarding. At night it was taken to various

dark corners (and there are many in Walworth),
the doors at the back having been removed, and

a small sheet stretched across the end, and
various slides relating more or less to the past

political events were shown through the screen,
the operator and lantern being inside. Seeing
the wave of heat we had at the time, and that
thereis not the slightest attempt at ventilation in
these huge boxes, the operator must have had a

rather warm time of it. The warmth of the
Irish gentleman outside who addressed the
meeting sometimes raised the temperature of
the audiences, and made things warm generally,
but the operator was safe enough inside (I was
almost about to say inside his safe) from any
onslaught which might be made by the opposite
party. When they wished to “move on” the
gas was turned off, and he was told to ‘‘ hold on

tight inside,” and the lecture hall was moved to
some other and perhaps cooler spot.

But the pictures being only about five feet

and part of this even hidden by
six inches square,

the speaker on the tailboard—whose address by
the way did not always coincide with the
picture upon the screen—and as the whole thing
was very low down, when it was surrounded by
the youths of Walworth it was impossible for
anything like a large number of people to see
anything but the tops of the slides—church
steeples, trees, etc.—so that from a lanternist’s
point of view the exhibition could not be voted a
success.
But soon another Richmond was in the field.
The other side quickly requisitioned a lanternist
to go ‘one better” than that ‘“ lumbering
galanty show affair.” This he did by fixing a
screen on the ordinary elevator on the side of
an ordinary light four-wheeled van by means of
struts from the other side; this gave the van
itself for the platform. The bottom of the sheet
(which was a ten feet one) being sufliciently

high to almost clear the head of the speaker.
The lantern and operator were in another light
van, the lantern being fixed to project the picture
from the back: The exhibition was very quickly
started by turning the van with the sheet across
the road and slowly drawing the lantern van
away from it until the picture filled the sheet.
The lecturer, a well-known and active clergyman

in the district, had

his own slides, many

of them taken by himself, and consequently
they were fully described ; and as everyone could
see the pictures, and as the meetings were fully
announced, audiences
people were the result.
evening

rather

of some hundreds of
A kicking horse on one

discomposed

the operator,

and

horse was removed ; this was a little more

fun

the show could not be proceeded with until the

forthe assembled crowd.
As a lantern show the latter was certainly the
best, but whether

had

either

any influence

on

the election, or effected in any way the result,
is a very doubtful question.
A third show was given by an evening paper
on the night of the polling from the roof of one
of the shops in the Walworth-road, near the

Vestry Hall. The immense crowd were entertained by portraits, etc., until. the result was

shown by a slide with the names of the candidates being prepared previously and the numbers inserted at the last moment.
Seeing that the candidate who gave the best
lantern

show

came

second

off

best, one is

inclined to think that the use of the lantern did
not influence the voters to any extent. Be that
as it may, rumour says that a general election is
not far off, and although, as Lord. Dundreary
used to say, ‘‘ Politics isa thing which no fellah
can understand,” and although the ways of the
voter may be mysterious, when it does come,
there will be a good time for political lanternists
of both sides, and the poor professional lanternist who is neither or either for the time being.
‘0:

The

Lantern

Stroboscope.

By Imex.

Tur human eye has been considered by one of
our greatest philosophers to be an imperfect

organ of vision, but whether that be so or not it
is certain that it has its limit in the observation
of things in motion. There are a large number
of phenomena that occur to us which is due to
what is called persistence of vision. A simple
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example of persistence of vision is seen when
we take a piece of string, light one end, and,
with the glowing spark obtained, twirl it round,
when we shall have, if the string has been twirled
fast enough, a circular ring of light. This is
because the points of light are so rapidly brought
to our vision that the previous ones have not

had time to die away.

applying it to. To obtain a uniform speed it is
necessary that the disc should be heavy. and
composed of metal, but when the motive power
driving the disc has its own fly-wheel attached
the heavy metal disc can be dispensed with and
card substituted. For rough experiments the
disc could be turned by hand as by the appara-

Plateau made a number

tus described, but in some of the more interesting

of experiments and came to the conclusion that
the average duration of an impression upon the

a regular speed of motion must be resorted to.

retina of the eye was half asecond, but although

A motor, such as a small electric motor,

experiments a motor of some description giving
which

can be obtained very cheaply, would serve the
the duration of the impression upon the retina
purpose, as the speed can be easily varied.
of the eye is half a second, still a flash of light
Figs. II. and III. are suitable for use with
occupying a very small fraction of that time is
sufficient to: give that impression.
The action ‘the hand. Fig. II. isan edge view and Fig. III. a
of a running horse as is usually painted by
artists is erroneous when looked at from a scientific point of view—that is, when photographed
in a fraction of a second. The same results
would be seen if instead of photographing the
running horse in a small fraction of a second we
were to suddenly illuminate it with a flash of
light ;we should then see the horse as it were
stationary, as when a flash of lightning illuminates the surrounding objects at night.

The stroboscope,

has been

devised

a simple apparatus which

and adapted

to the lantern,

enables us to make objects that are really in
motion appear to be stationary, or moving at a
much slower rate. The stroboscope described
later is so simple a piece of apparatus that any
one possessing a lantern should make one, as by
studying its principle and the application of it

Fig. II.
front view.

Fig. III.
Two uprights aa are strongly fixed

in a base x, and at the top of the uprights aa an
axis C passes through, which axis has mounted
upon it a circular disc p with the holes around
the circumference equidistant apart. It is necessary to have the holes equidistant apart, otherwise the flashes of light will not occur at regular
intervals—as is required.
Upon the axis cis a

small pulley © having a cord F passing over it,
and around

another pulley

1 somewhat

larger

mounted on an axis G, below the axis c, and low

enough for the disc p to clear itself and have
free movement.
Upon the axis Gis arrangeda

for physical research much knowledge can be
thus gained. The apparatus consists of a cir-

cular disc of card or metal about six inches in
diameter with six equidistant holes about half

an inch from the edge.

This disc of card or

metal is fixed in the focus of the condensing lens
—removing the objective—as shown in Fig. I.,
and is made to revolve as regular as possible,
the speed varying with the experiment you are

handle u for giving motion to the wheel. The
whole should be made to run smoothly and

freely without jerking.
Such an experiment as the following, which
was Shown during a course of lectures at Jermyn

Street Museum by Professor ©. V. Boys, gives
an example of the kind that can be shown by
the stroboscope.
The
upon were jets of water.

objects experimented
The jet of water from

a small nozzle was brought under the influence
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of a tuning fork kept in motion by means of
electricity. The drops of water composing the
jet were thus broken up into a distinct order
varying with the note used. To the eye little
change was seen, but when an intermittent
shadow of the drops of water was cast upon a
white screen by the stroboscope the distinctive

forms
could
If
mena

of the drops of water comprising the jet
be easily seen by the audience.
only one person is to see the phenothe lantern can be dispensed with and the

eye placed near the holes of the stroboscope and
viewing the fountain against a bright bdckground—for instance the sky. It is curious to
notice, in showing these experiments, that the
drops of water gradually appear to begin to fall
more slowly as the flashes of light are allowed
to fall more rapidly. The drops form and break
and continue to appear to fall downward more
slowly, so that the drops of water will be seen, if
the right speed of rotation is obtained, to form
a neck which will gradually get longer and
thinner until it breaks and divides itself into
two large drops, with the waste portion hreaking
up into two and sometimes three small drops.
When the rapidity of the flashes of light are still
more increased, the drops of water will appear
to be returning into the nozzle of the jet instead
of the direction in which they are really going ;
by placing your finger in the path of the jet
your mind will be soon set at rest on that point.
Those who are interested in the foregoing
experiments cannot do better than get a copy of
Professor Boys’ ‘‘ Book on Soap Bubbles,” where
they will find a large number of experiments like
the previous, and by carefully studying it their
field for the wider application of the lantern
will be much increased.
Professor Tyndall's
‘¢ Book on Sound” also contains many experiiments

like the one

above

mentioned,

suitable

for demonstrating with the lantern.
Another ingenious application of the principle
of the stroboscope to the microscope is by Hopkins of New

Ycr«, and consists of a small metal

diaphragm witha number of ‘holes equidistant
from the edge, operated by a small electric
motor and fitted below the substage of the
microscope.

It will, he says, be found useful for

showing more distinctly the motion of those
small aquatic insects whose action of the parts
of their body are so rapid as not to be able to
be discerned without its aid. One can see no
reason why it should not be fitted to a lantern
microscope also. When once the principle has
been grasped—which will soon be done after a
few experiments--many uses will be found for
it which will readily suggest themselves to the
reader.

Light.
INTERCEPTED

CORRESPONDE NCE.

S1k,—I trust you will pardon the liberty Iam taking in
addressing you thus, but your eminence in lantern matters
isso great and your kindness and condescension so well
known, that I venture to ask your help and opinion on @
Briefly, it is this,
difficulty with which I am troubled.
although my optical apparatus is high-class and every
care is bestowed upon it, I frequently fail to get a good
light with it. If you can spare time to give me a hint or
two I shall be extremely obliged.
In anticipation,
Gratefully yours,
A.B. GINNER.
BomBastes TRIPLE, Esq.

My Dear Srr,—Although extremely busy I
shall be delighted to extend you a helping hand
and do what I can to solve your difficulties for
you. My experience is always at the service of
anyone who, like yourself, shows a due appreci-

ation of my abilities. This communication to
you would have been briefer if you had stated the
particular luminant you have been using, whether
oil-lamp,

blow-through,

mixed

or

saturator;

but as you do not mention which form you have
adopted, I must give you a few hints on each.
If you have been using an oil-lamp, let the
very best oil and new wicks for each exhibition
Ascertain by experiment that
be your rule.
your lamp is at its most effective distance from
the condenser, and make sure that a plentiful:
supply of fresh air reaches the wicks, and that
its flow is unchecked either by want of perforations in the base of the lantern body, or by the
shape or position of the chimney hood. You
can easily ascertain the value of fresh air where
oil-light is concerned by trying to show your
slides in a stuffy unventilated

room,

you

will

find the lamp smoking and smelling long before
the flame has been raised to.its proper height.
It is more likely, however, that your efforts
have been made with a blow-through jet. If
the jet you have been using is constructed in
accordance

with

recent

ideas,

%.e., with

the

oxygen nipple well sunk, and the flow of hydrogen unimpeded by too small a bore of tube,
or by unnecessary turns in it, then you must
seek the cause of failure elsewhere. Are you
sure that the stream of gas impinges exactly in
the centre of the lime? You can test this by
turning on an excess of hydrogen and noticing

whether the wing of flame on each side of the
lime is fairly symmetrical. If this is not the
case, bend or twist the nipple until the stream
of gas does strike the lime exactly in its centre
line, otherwise its heating power will be uselessly exerted in the wrong direction—on the
Again, there is
lantern. body for instance.
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another matter upon which the efficiency of a
blow-through, or for the matter of that, any and
every kind of limelight jet depends, and that is,
the quality of the oxygen used. No amount of
skill or experience can possibly ‘remedy the
defects which occur when one has to work with
impure gas. Where the gas is bad the results
must be bad, no matter what quality of apparatus is used. It is only fair to say that the gas
supplied commercially is generally of good
quality and

sometimes

even

excellent, but, on

the other hand, I can remember occasions upon

which
the oxygen thus supplied has been
obviously at fault. If you are aiming at superlative excellence of results I recommend you to
make your own gas from the purest materials,
but at the same time I may add my opinion
that, in nine

cases

out

of ten,

you will have

little to complain of if you use the ordinary
oxygen procured from the dealers.
If -you are satisfied that the oxygen you

habitually use is all it should be, what about
your limes? Long ago, when limelight was in its
infancy, someone suggested the use of soft limes
for blow-through jets.
If you care for an expression of personal opinion in the matter, let
me tell you that soft limes are of no advantage
whatever, and that the use of them, moreover,

is attended by several undeniable disadvantages.
They are frequently ill-shapen, lop-sided things,
they crack, often enough,

for no reason at all,

their keeping qualities are poor, they are too
big in diameter and encourage the production

of a large luminous surface instead of a brilliant
point, and above all, they are at any time incapable of giving a better light than the smaller
truly-turned hard lime. It will be wise therefore to see that your limes are not partially
accountable for your failures.
There is yet another point which the inexperienced lanternist is apt to disregard, and that is
the opaqueness of the screen he uses. It too
often happens that a blow-through jet is regarded
ag a sort of second-rate piece of apparatus for
which any makeshift in the way of a screen is
suitable. Of course the very opposite of this
is true; for the less the illuminating power of
the system used, the greater the need of a really
opaque screen.
Those now sold by the dealers
are most
excellent, and I can
strongly
recommend their use whenever possible. One
last word with regard to the blow-through jet,
and that is, do not believe that it is so very
much inferior to a mixed jet. Properly designed,
well-made, and used with short focus lenses and

other suitable accessories, it is capable of giving
results very little inferior to those produced by
the other forms. If it has a weak point, it is
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failure to give the best definition, but in this
regard a bulky soft lime with its extensive
luminous surface is often more to blame than
the jet itself.
.
The satisfactory performance of a mixed jet
depends upon much the same causes as the
other, but in addition to these the question for

the most suitable bore for the nipple has to be
considered.
‘This again depends upon the
pressure habitually used. If your gas is supplied from cylinders, where pressure is unlimited,
the best light is obtained by the use of a nipple
with a moderately large bore, but unless you
always have sufficient pressure at your command I advise you to content yourself with the
light obtainable from a nipple of medium size.
Of course you read Tae Maaic Lantern JourNAL,

well,

when

the

next

number

comes

to

hand take a look at the letter ‘‘o’’ in the word
‘* post free” on the front page, the size of that
letter will give you an idea of what I mean by
a medium aperture for a nipple; the same letter
in the word ‘‘ stationers”’ above it is too small,

while the ‘‘o” in ‘Vol. 6” is largish, but
perhaps not too large for an expert to use.
If

you are satisfied that the nipple of your jet is a
suitable size and is not to blame for the poorness
of light of which you complain, possibly the
fault. may be sought for in the quality of the
hydrogen you are using.
You are probably
well aware that under ordinary circumstances
coal-gas and not pure hydrogen is supplied.
The former is practically a3 good as the latter,
except in one particular, and that is, its keeping qualities when stored for any length of
time under great pressure, are uncertain.
It
may keep good for weeks, but on the other
hand it may deteriorate in a couple of days to
such an extent as to be almost useless for limelight purposes.
Perhaps, therefore, the reason
of your partial failure is to be found in the fact
that you have been using coal-gas which has
been ‘‘ too long in bottle.”
One more caution concerning the practice
with the mixed jet. The best results are only
obtainable after considerable experience, and if
this has been your first season with it you must

not complain if occasionally the light has not

been all you expected.
Mixed jets vary much,
and when you become more familiar with the
peculiarities and requirements of the particular

one you possess you will find your difficulties
vanish.
Lastly, there remains the growing family of
saturators.
If you have fitted your lantern
with one of the well-known patterns but yet
fail to get good results, I can only recommend
you to apply to the makers or patentee, and so
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get the help you need at first hand.

I con-

stantly use one of the advertised forms myself,

and I think that the strongest point in its favour
is the fact that, once the working of it is
thoroughly understood, it is capable of giving a
good light on all occasions with a minimum of
trouble and care.
I hope the above hints may
help you over your difficulty. From them you
will see that to obtain the best possible results
all you have to do is to make sure that the
optical system of your lantern is perfect, that
your jets are serviceable, your limes of best
quality, your geses pure, your screen opaque,
and your head clear. Given these, together with
a little experience, care, forethought and intelligence, I am sure you will succeed in the future ;
-you can see for yourself that the matter is quite
a simple one.
Iam,

My dear Sir,
Faithfully yours,
Bompastes TRIPLE.

A. B. Ginner, Eea.

—'0:

The

A

Lanterns of Fhotographic
Societies.

MATTER

attracted

which

does

not

seem

attenticn, is the vast

to

have

amount

more

instruction and amusement which photographic
societies might obtain from their lanterns—by
incurring a little more expense in their purchase
—in obtaining those which have a vertical
attachment anda prism.
Chemical reactions,
and crystallisation by the heat of the radiant
on a level surface, instead of with all the liquid
running down to the bottom of the plate, could
then be shown upon the screen, and some of
these phenomena are extraordinarily beautiful.
Professor Tyndall “ brought down the house”
by the exhibition of the crystallisation of red
prussiate of potash, as projected on the screen
at the British Association at Dundee, a quarter
of a century ago ; to see the molecules building
themselves into these wonderful structures is as
interesting, he said, as if we saw the bricks of
the town of Dundee running about and building
themselves up into fairy palaces, and Kinnaird
Halls.
Some slides of crystals of hippuric acid,
prepared by Dr. Charters White, were shown
recently at the Camera Club, and it was
suggested that if photographed on wood cr

paper, what wild designs, rich in organic form,

they would make for wall decoration. How
much more effective would they have been had
they been shown in actual course of formation ?
By the vertical attachment, an ordinary meeting
room with a level floor is in many respects
placed on an equality with the theatres at the

Universities with raised seats, so that the
spectators can look down into the dishes on the
lecture table and see what is going on in them.
Photographs
of paintings on the roofs of
cathedrals,

with their architectural

immediate

surroundings, look unnatural when projected on

a whitened wall, but let a prism be brought into
play and project them on a white ceiling, and
their full beauty comes out.
Then again,
the prism does for erecting purposes, and shows
many an interesting physical and chemical
experiment on an enlarged scale, which other-

wise would be seen bottom upwards.

Many of

the better educated members of photographic
societies are prevented
showing interesting
experiments to their fellow members because the
ordinary lanterns of those societies are not
The black-board can
adapted to the purpose.

be abolished by the vertical attachment, and
the lecturer draw his own diagrams on a small
horizontal surface, showing the designs projected
on the screen as they are drawn.
——:0:

Why

are

Lantern
Exhibitions
Less Popular?
By R. Moss.

ALMOosT every number of the Optica, Maaic
LanTERN JoURNAL contains articles or correspondence dealing with this important question.
A recent letter by Mr. Taunt, being perhaps the
best explanation that has yet been given, while
an article in the April issue entitled, ‘‘ Lecture
Notes” is also very suggestive of some causes
of failure, many other contributors also make
valuable suggestions.
In almost every case however, the writers
argue, not so much for the well-being of lantern
work as a whole, as against something which
touches them personally ; thus, the professional
lanternist blames the amateur for incompetency,

the lecturer ridicules the bungling reader, while
these in return have a grievance against the
prefessionals

for the

sneers,

etc.,

we

amateur

cast

upon

amateurism.
Now, I am quite prepared to admit there is a
good deal of reason in all that has been said,
yet

as

lanternists—be

or

pro-
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LOCKEE,

(13 Years Lanternist

to B. J. MALDEN,

Esq.)

INVENTOR, PATENTEE, and MANUFACTURER of IMPROVED ELECTRIC, LIMELIGHT, and all Kinds of High-Glass Optical Lanterns, Lenses, Slides and all Accessories.
connected with Lantern Exhibitions. Wholesale, Retail and for Export.
DEALER
IN PHOTOGRAPHIC
CAMERAS, LENSES AND “SUNDRIES.
LANTERNS

properly

Corrected for
Twenty-one

Registration

of Dioramice

Effects.

The

System

used by C. W.2 Locke

for

Years is the only Correct one, and gives the best Results.

Practical Lessons in the Manipulation of Lanterns and the Preparation of Photographic

Transparencies

as

Slides and theColouring of same on Reasonable Terme.
C. W.

LOCKE
all

personally
Apparatus

attends

to operate

necessary

or will

for Public
Operate

the

Lecturers

and

Lecturer's

Own.

can

Supply

C. W. LOCKE'S long public experience (nearly a quarter of a century), during which time he has given upwards of
3.000 exhibitions, will be a sufficient guarantee of success.
C. W. Locker has operated four times at the Royal
Albert Hall, South Keasington, before the DoxE and Ducuzss or Teck, THE Marquis oF Lornu, Lany
Henry SOMERSET, and many of the Nobility; also at most of the Largest Halls in London and tha Provinces.

LIMELIGHT

for Tableau Vivants, Theatricals, Garden Parties, Balls, &c., &c.

Locxn's New Patent Mixed Jet and

Jet Slides are Now Ready.
The Jet is a Marvel of Power, and was used at the Royal Albert Hall with great.
success, giving a 35ft. disc on a 387ft. Gin. screen (the largest ever hung there), at a distance of 166ft. from
the screen, the full available distance.
The Lantern used on thisoccasion is for Sale (see separate Advt. p. III.)

Locke

for

Limelight.

Locke for Lantern Limes.
Locke for Lantern Lenses.

Locke

for Lanterns.

Bona-fide Customers may see their Instruments in course of construction from the Raw Material.
Hours,

Office

and

Works,

MOTTO.—HIGH

9 till 5;

244,

EFFICIENCY

Saturdays,

9 till 1.

Tottenham
AND

NO

Court

Road, W.

MISREPRESENTATION.

NEW PORTABLE COLLAPSIBLE SKELETON SINGLE LIMELIGHT LANTERN (Patent.
S

a
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Size 6} x 6? x 7 inches. Price complete, with three different foci, front lenses, and best oxy
hydrogen mixed gas jet, &9
Qs. Od.
Can be purchased from all dealers,

STOCKS:
PATENT LAMP FOR OPTICAL MACIC LANTERNS
Is

the

COPY

OF

MOST

POWERFUL.

CERTIFICATE

OF

TEST.

“bis is to certify that 1 have this day tested one of Stocks’ Patent
Oil Lamps for Optical Lanterns, and find that the light given by it {is equal to
109 Stendard Candle-power ; also that the multiple flame is ,very compact,
and when used in a Lantern, a very evenly-illuminated disc of great brilliancy
and purity is produced, far exceeding that of the ordinary 4-wick lamps.

“ October 10th, 1894.
These

Patent

Stocks’

(Signed)

Lamps,

W.

of 209

purchased from all Dealers, PRICE 28s.

J. COLES,

A.M.LC.E.”

Candle-power,

each.
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fessional,

lecturers or readers—our

aim

chief

should be to make the lantern popular among
all classes and thus benefit all alike.
Many competent lanternists complain, and
with good reason, of the miserable shows

given by those who hire slides (as wanted), and
only receive them the same day that they are
to be used ; these forget that for another half
hire they could be had the day before, while the
reading could be procured any time in advance
by paying for it, generally 6d.
There are others who buy a lantern (often
cheap) and sets of slides, or more frequently a
lot of miscellaneous ones, with little possibility
—eyen if they had the capacity—of making
anything like a passable, let alone an interesting
lecture ; these people being generally philanthropists (2) push their services, gratis, wherever
they can get them accepted, and one such
entertainment is quite sufficient to make even
the well-known Mr. Malden a failure in that
place afterwards.
Again, thereis the inferior professional who only
leaves a&miserable impression of utter dulness
behind him wherever he goes. One might mention
others, but we must face the fact, for fact it un-

doubtedly is, that quite 90 per cent. of
lantern shows are given by one or other of
amount
and no
classes above named
argument or ridicule will materially diminish
number.
But cannot something be done to raise
status of these very amateur operators

the
the
of
the

the
and

very large proportion, whether offered for sale or
hire, are by no means as good and clear as they
might be. I have seen a good mary trade sets,
but none came up to an amateur set (150) of
North Wales, taken by and belonging to a
Llandudno tradesman. I once showed this set
with an ordinary 4-wick W oil lamp in a
lantern, with 6 in. equivalent focus lens, getting
a picture 11 ft. 6 in. or so, with better results
as to clearness and brightness of pictures than I
recently obtained with a trade set of Norway,
using a 5 in. equivalent focus lens, a blowthrough jet and a 9 ft. screen, the style of
scenery in both cases being somewhat similar.
Further, as a rule these trade sets are so in-

complete, generally some of the most important
(through being probably most difficult to obtain)
features are absent, fancy a set of Norway,
nearly all inland views, and not even one slide
of the beautiful

bound

rock

fjords;

imagine

Treland without the jaunting car, shillelagh or
Donnybrook Fair, and not even a peasant’s
cottage with the inevitable pig; or Jersey minus

the chars-a-banc with their elaborately dressed
conductors,

the

beautiful

Janes

arched

com-

pletely over with trees or even a zig-zag road
down the face of some cliff or hill.
Look again at the life model

sets, there are

dozens of them which have important pictures
omitted, probably because they would entail
gome trouble or expense to procure. I will just
mention two, Horner’s popular and telling
‘©Wops the waif,” both the theatre scenes are

lecturers? many of whom are in total ignorance
as to the why and wherefore of the instruments
they manipulate. I thinka good deal is possible,
and I would suggest that a copy of this Journal
might be sent to everyone known to commence
to dabble in lantern work; it could easily be
done if each reader in every town or village
would either send a copy to those in the neighbourhood or drop a card to the Editor, giving
names and addresses. I am quite certain that
no one could read this useful Journal for
long without having their interest aroused, and
sufficient intelligence awakened to shame him
out of the ‘‘ muddler stage” of lanterning, with

left out, and

But probably the remedy lies more with the
trade than with anyone else, and it is also more

before he came into the room ; he was, hcwever,

which so many are at present content.

to their interest

to move

in the matter,

for if

the decline in patronage of lantern shows goes
on, people will simply leave off buying apparatus
and

slides,

and

their

business

must

in

con-

sequence fall off.
While there are many really good slides on
the market, especially recent productions, a

also one

or two other situations

equally missed, while the popular temperance
service of song, ‘Which
side wins,” is
least
by at
unintelligible
almost
made
half-a-dozen

omissions;

such

in

short,

I

scarcely know of a set that could not be
immensely improved by the addition of one or
more slides.
Then

the

readings,

well, the least one can

say is, that they are dry, “orfully dry,” I
heard it expressed last week at a lecture on
Norway, where we got the reading pure and
was
who
gentleman
Rev.
The
simple.
announced to “deliver a lecture on the beauties
of Norway,” had evidently not even read it over

a fair reader and had there been a good
description, very different opinions might have
been expressed, but there was absolutely no life
whatever in it, it was a case of ‘This is the
—- glacier, so many feet wide, so high, so

long, etc., etc.,” it is a most wonderful sight, etc.,

and so on; nothing about the people, not even
an

anecdote,

real

or

invented,

of the writer
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standing here or there, or slipping down somewhere

else, absolutely

nothing

to enliven

the

monotony of dry statistics and statements.
Further, how very ancient some of these slides
and readings are; in this particular lecture
figures were quoted, giving the date of their
compilation as 1874—how
interesting
and
Teliable. The same thing happened some few
weeks ago when I was operating at a lecture on
China.
A really good and up-to-date lecture
had been prepared but the views were quite
twenty years old, and in the reading which
accompanied

them,

1872

was

the

latest

date

quoted.
Such cases might be multiplied ad lib., and I
for one think that the trade can do a very great
deal to improve even very amateur lectures, by
making their sets and descriptions so attractive
and complete that even if read as printed they

will
constitute
a really
interesting entertainment.

instructive

and

I am quite willing to admit that the sets and
readings above indicated would cost more, but
what lanternist would not be willing to pay the

prices—say of three or four years ago—for slides
or hire when they got better value for their
money.
In conclusion,

‘‘ How to check the decline ”’

is a big order, but I fancy a little united effort
‘upon the lines I have sketched may at any rate
do something to raise the tone of our lectures
and entertainments, and educate our embryo
lanternists, after which we must rely upon
judicious stage management and advertising to
.get the public to take an interest and thus
smake our lantern shows once more successful.
0:——_

New

Apparatus.

‘* MOONLIGHT’ LAMP,

WE have received a strong and convenient little
lamp from the ‘‘ Moonlight’ Patent Lamp
Company, of Fenwick Chambers, Liverpool. It is
particularly neat and handy and can be carried
in the pocket without fear of
spilling as it contains no loose
It is charged with defluid.
odorised

benzoline,

which

be-

comes absorbed in the internal
packing.
One charge enables
‘the lamp to give a good light for
# four hours at a cost of less than
one farthing. Placed inside of a
ruby lantern it is excellent when
developing photographic plates,
and as a reading lamp at lantern
lectures it cannot be surpassed
for ease of lighting and general
Company
This
convenience.
also makes a variety of lamps on
this principle to fit in candle-sticks, piano
sconces, and cycle lamps, as will be seen from
their advertisement on another page.
BESSUS FILM HOLDER.
A new design of these holders has been issued
=
a, p and may be obtained
from
all
dealers.
They are made for
both rollable and for
cut films. For the
Fig. I.
former
the
two
handles of Fig. I. are merely
pressed together, and the film g
inserted on the holder, when

it }

will be ready for developing, etc.
As the handles of the holder are |

made to swing, the holder may

THIN FINGER STALLS.
Messrs. Marion & Co. have introduced finger

stalls of such exceedingly thin rubber for use in

‘photographic manipulations that, owing to their

pass through all the manipulations, and the whole thing be
hung up until the filmisdry. For
cut films the design is like
Fig. II., and the film is merely
inserted in a groove.
NEW

‘extreme thinness, the touch is retained, and in

consequence of this they have named
;them
They are kept in
“Sensitive Finger Covers.”
a rolled up state, and when about to be used
‘are unrolled on the fingers as shown.

MIXED

LIME

|{

JET.

Mr. W. C. Hughes will shortly introduce a new
form of jet, which has been patented by Professor
Malden.

The intention is, so to speak, to draw

out the hydrogen

from

the main

at a greater

rate than it will flow in the ordinary course, so

that increased illumination may thus be obtained
by a mixed jet and hydrogen from the main.
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THE DAVENPORT ROLLER GURTAIN SLIDE CARRIE
SUITABLE

FOR

ANY

LANIFERN

WITHOUT

ALTERATION.

PRICE

7/6

This Carrier

CATALOGUES

7,

a

is much admired by all who
it or see it working.

6 222, S22

J.H. STEWARD,

ot

post free

Gvacechurch

use

GRATIS.

St.,

London.

to his own interests who, being a
Lanternist, fails to possess himself
of a Gopy of the FIFTH EDITION of

3/6

THE BOOK OF THE LANTERN.
By

T.

FIFTH

FOR

oh

i LN)

.

Cf

\! i
\ hl

=

ere

INSTANTANEOUS

eH

Used always

DIRT!!
NO S.ELL!!!

FOR

LASTS

LIGHTING!

by all photographers

who

EVER!!

have

Sole

Inventors and

MOONLIGHT

LAMP

to readers

free

ie

COMPANY,

and

‘For DIRECT

ATING

ALTERNATING ©

PERCY

Currents.

Tyoee:

Hand Feeding.
Self-Striking & Hand
Feeding.

se
-

The “Dot.”
snalic

Arc

ary

Optical

The only antoLani

q ihe

market which fterall ordi.
Lanterns

on

<P
nary lime-light
the alterations tray without
any

Ee
Prices, Particulars,

tions, Enlarging, Printing,

and Photographing.

and Testimonials free on application

F. J. BORLAND,

to

Sheepscar Grove, LEEDS.

Memorial

CO..

&

LUND

Optical

:

SPECIAL.
Lanterns,

E.C.

Hall,

:

with 4-in. Compound

Condensers,

and

HandThree-Wick Lamps, 22/-; with Four-wick Lamps, 24/-;
x 3} Slides in
painted Slides trom 4d.: Splendidly coloured 34
Full-sized
sets of 12, price 2/6 per set; or tour sets for 9/6.
Slipping Slides, in mahogany frames.
Changing Comic

7d. each or 6/6 per dozen.
each,

Rackwork

Slides

Lever Action

Slides from 1/6

chromatropes)

(including

2/6 each.

| BESt quality double motion Interchangeable Chromatropes
4'3: extra

Discs

from

6d. per pair.

“ Lightning"

double-carrier

Slides for smali lanterns from Sd. per
Frames 5from 1/- each. re}
dozen. New Catalogue gratis and post free.

Invaluable
for Theatrical
pees,
tener
roe |

gS.

Monthly.

2d.

Illustrated.

Marvellously

LIVERPOOL.

x
LIME-LIGHT USERS !
er SORSDE ARC LAMPS

MORAN

Photographer,”

in

of

ers—

Manuta

be found

to

only

Photographic,

,
Practical

The

nie

ate

Mactc

‘

Pel!”

catalogues,

Illustrated

_

7

of Matters

Cycle Lamps,
udoir,
Taper,
I Other Patterns.—Bo
i the

i

ois
=

a

NO

sven it, also used for railway travelling, worksbops, household purposes, &c.

i &c.

|

,

/ Price in Brass, 1/6; Plated, 2/-, post free.

ij

Booksellers.

and to be had of all

LAMP

POCKET

CLEAN
SAFE

|

ISSUED.

MOONLIGHT”
CHEAP

i

JUST

& VINEY;

3/6

F.C.S.

ROOM.

DARK

YAPOUR

I

HEPWORTH,

EDITION

WATSON,

by HAZELL,

Published

Cc.

ROBERT

H.

Wibolesale

ROYSTON,

:

CLARK

Optician,

3
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As will be seen from the
illustration,

LY

the

é

oxygen

gas
issuing
from
the
nozzle c at high pressure
sucks the low pressure
hydrogen or other gas
up through the channels
EB,

whence

the

mixture

F,

G,

into

a cham-

ber t. The gases are
then forced by the pressure of the oxygen in the
nozzle c, through a number of apertures m into
an
annular groove kK,

ascends

the burner nozzle.

the tube n to

—=i0:

Editorial

Lire Mopex Sripzs.--Mr. F. F. Weeks has submitted
for our inspection several slides of '‘ Ben Hur—A tale of
Christ.”
In this case the figures were photographed
against a white background and the scene afterwards
sketched in on the print. Some time ago Mr. Weeks
patented this process, but eventually ascertained

——
0: ——_

Patent

Dry

Intelligence. |

The following list, relating to current Patent Applications,
is compiled expressly for ‘The Optical Magic Lantern
Journal” by a registered Patent Agent. Jor further information apply to The
Patent Department,
*‘ Optical
Magic Lantern Journal,” 56, Chancery Lane, London,
W.C,

Table.
No.

GUERQUIER’S

that a

patent on such could not be maintained.
What is
required in this case is artistic skill, and Mr. Weeks is
one of the few who possesses this to the extent of making
a successful picture. The rendering of such of his life
model subjects as we have seen is of a high order.

10270.
Rayment,

119

Pratres.—Messrs.

of 99, Hatton-garden,

Perkin,

E.C., having

Son

&

RECENT

PATENT

APPLICATIONS.

24th May, 1895.
S. and S. S. Walker.
Implements in cylindrical iron and steel vessels

for containing

recently

compressed gases, and in

a

10712.

few packets for trial. This we did during the holidays,
and on developing, found them to be rapid, of fine gradation, and brilliant.

the manufacture of the same.
30th May, 1895.
Hy. Brier and the Scotch and
Irish Oxgen Co., Ltd.
Improvements in

11160.

oxy-hydrogen multiple jet apparatus.
6th June, 1895. Alfred Wrench. Improvements
connected with optical or magic lanterns.

been appointed agents for the dry plates manufactured by
Messrs. Guerquier & Co., of Ghent,

Wictiam

Belgium, sent us

Typar, of Birmingham, has, within the last

few days, issued a neat and imposing catalogue, and has
wisely made it of pocketsize. It has an attractive cover,
and ia very complete in setting forth particulars and illustrations of everything required in either the photographic
or lantern line. Some pleasing half-tong illustrations
are also given in this book, which contains upwards of
150 pages.
4d. sent to Mr. Tylar, 41, High-street,
Birmingham, will ensure a copy being sent by return of
post.

CycLopzpIc PHotocrapHy.—London:
Dawbarn &
Ward, Limited.
This large volume, practically written
by various authors, and edited by Ed. L. Wilson, Ph.D.,
New York, forme a very interesting dictionary of photo-

graphic terms and
taken a long time
to find, as in this
bygone days have
which

are more

RECENTLY-PRINTED

remitting L[- for each specification to The Patent
ment, ‘‘ Optical Magic
Lane, London, W.C.

modern,

but

nevertheless

it forms

2d., by Pitman & Son, London, E.C.

56,

DepartChancery

Davenport.

Optical lanterns.
205

Correspondence.

a

3“ GAMES, Toys AND AMUSEMENTS,” is a new monthly
whieh is admirably printed. It is edited by Mr. Whitficld
Crofts, who appears to have a good and interesting
selection of matterat command.
It is issued monthly at

Journal,”

gas.

20181 of 1894.

TRADE

Price 12s.

PHOTOGRAPH OF GROUPS, ETC.— Since writing the
paragraph in Notes respecting the testimonial presented
to Mr. Walter Tyler by the guests invited to his annual
outing, we
have received
a photograph of same.
Accompanying it were a photograph of a letter received
in response to a telegram to Her Majesty at Windsor
(containing congratulations on her birthday), and a large
framed group of the guests at Marlow.
In this case
each of the photographs is a good portrait, although the
group numbers over one hundred.

Lantern

7326 of 1894. Heskell. Gas cylinders.
.
15 & 71 of 1894. Sciaxia. Condensing rays of light.
5730 of 1895. Lake (Dickerson and another). Acetylene

processes. Of course such a book has
to prepare, consequently one expects
case, that many of the processes of
received greater attention than some

valuable reference book.

SPECIFICATIONS.

Copies of the following specifications may be obtained by

TERMS.

To the Editor.

Sir,—My

attention has been called to an article in a

profession.

I therefore take this opportunity of flatly

pamphlet entitled ‘‘ Autotype Notes,” in which it is
stated that the firm of Elliott & Son, of Barnet, have
endeavoured by a back-handed method to secure work
from those outside the profession at trade prices, at the
same time pretending to work exclusively for the

contradicting this statement.

When I joined the firm my instructions were that trade

prices should only be quoted to professional photographers
and recognised dealers in photographic material, and
these instructions I religiously carried out. As Ihad the
entire business control

of the works,

lam in a position

to most positively assert that every precaution was taken
to prevent the firm's net price list falling into the hands
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of outsiders, and in all cases when an order was

received

from any person unknown to the firm, such person was,
per return of post, asked for his business card, and if this
was not forthcoming such work was quoted at 50% (fifty
per centum) higher than the prices charged to the profession ; this, of course, invariably led to the work being

taken out of the hands of Elliott & Son, and placed with
some of the less scrupulous trade enlargers.
Under the circumstances I trust that you will give this
letter publicity in your columrs, as I consider it simply
scandalous

amount

that

a firm

of outside

profession,

should

which

trade solely
have

has

sacrificed

a

large

in the interest of the

untrue

accusations

levelled

against them by such a responsible firm as the Autotype
Company.
Yours faithfully,
BIRT ACRES,
Late General Manager Elliott & Son’s Works,

Clovelly Cottage,

Barnet.

Barnet, Herts.

COMPARING

LIMELIGHT

JETS.

To the Editor.

S1r.—I was pleased to see in one of your recent issues
Mr. Scarborough’s acceptance of the challenge I threw
out simply to get up @ competition.
Of course, my
intention was not to bring about a trial of strength |
between myself and any one competitor, but to lead to a j
general trial of jets among all the makers.

I wrote, however, to Mr. Scarborough, proposing a
meeting before some society, and he was willing to carry
out my suggestion.
But, as we find we both use the
same maker's jet, it will be seen that there is not much to
be gained by our meeting in competition. True, the maker
of Mz. Scarborough’s jet said it was the most powerful
he had turned out, but I suspect that is a bit of a
‘formula.’’ I hope, still, to have the pleasure of comp tring notes—or jets—with Mr. Scarborough, and probably
you will hear of the result.
Iam,
Your obedient servant,

AND.

PRINGLE

Notes
P. M. Grandin.—We

0:

and

Queries.

forwarded

your letter as desired

seemed to consider it too small an item to return,
consequently, we had to make a definite rule.
make

auction, and leave no reserve price upon it.

Ch. Terry.—We know absolutely nothing about the
‘‘Cambrian"' saturator, except that it has been advertised in our columns.
The quotation you make—‘‘It
has the peculiar qualification of saturating the gas without heat '’—was not said by us, and is simply a line or so
from the advt. alluded to, and consequently in no way
expresses our opinion.
We have never seen the saturator, much less tried it.
Quality of Light writes :—‘ Which, in your

slides, either life models

opinion,

will be the best ether saturator to use this season ?’' Ans.

—We cannot answer
etated in this column.

your

question

for reasons often

Developer.—We can quite sympathise with you under
the circumstances of not having a special dark room in
which to develop negatives. You complain that certain
members of your family open the door and come in witha
light to fetch something.
We must confess that we
hardly understan4 your difficulty. Can you not lock the
door?
You will find it very convenient to have a light
cover—a large developing dish will do—to place inverted
over the dish in which the negative is developing. White

light will not then do any harm.
A, Lawson, New Zealand.—The different jets made give
different qualities of light.
Whose ‘ Special” mixing
to?

Nearly every

S.—Damar varnish may be obtained

triple lantern. We like to oblige as much as possible by
sending a reply by post when the information required is
urgent, but although we may supply the former free, we
cannot find the postage to convey same.
We have at
present along list of postal debits, and although when
replying called attention to this item, the queryists

can

“ Sold’ sends a few inches of india-rubber as a sample of
about 100 feet which he purchased at an auction, and
wants to know if there is any means by which it can be
restored to its original quality. Reply.—It is perished,
and quite useless, not only as tubing, but for anything
else. The best thing would be to again put it inan

from

maker has a
Barnard

&

Son, of Berners-street, Oxford-street, London.
Great
care is required in transferring the pictures, and even at

to the writer of the article, but do not know ifhe usesa

T. T. W.—You

Saturator.—We have not heard that Scott’s saturator
is still made.
Mr. Scott died some time ago, and we
believe that the business was carried on for a short time
by his father.

chamber do you refer
“Special '’ of his own.

Bexley Heath.
—

Amateur writes :—'' I have been thinking that if it were
possible to make transparencies direct in the camera, it
would save a lot of trouble in doing away with first
making a negative.
Can this by any known process be
done?”
Ans.—Yes, you will find full particulars on this
subject in our issue for last February.

or

otherwise, to illustrate any poem; there is no necessity
for obtaining permission either from the author or
publisher.

J. R.—It is impossible for us to say whether we will
accept ar article from you, but if you send it on, and it
is accepted, a cheque for same will, together with a
voucher copy, be sent on to you on the day it is published. This is the way we do business.

best they cannot be termed high-class.
G. H. Philp.—Too late, in our next.
press on the 24th of the month.
[Photography
press.
-- Ep.]

Annual
——

On

Friday,

June

:
We always go to

received as we were
10:

going to

—__

14th, Mr. Hubert

J. Elliott,

of the

firm of Elliott & Son, was entertained by the employés
at a dinner at ‘‘The Old Salisbury Hotel,’’ Barnet, to
celebrat3 his return after a tour round the world, and

also to mark their appreciation

manager.

of his being installed as

An enthusiastic reception was accorded him,

and the felicitous speeches
made on the occasion
indicated the strong sense of loyalty that animated those
present. The dinner was altogether a most successful
function, and promised well for the harmonious

of principal and employés in carrying

operations of the firm,

working

on the successful
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The Great City Depét for Griffiths Enlarging Cameras.
ALSO

CAMERAS

BY

LANCASTER
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OTHER
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MAKERS.

BENETFINK & CO,,% ° i3%o3% GAPsior
Large

Stocks

Kept.

Fully

Illustrated

Catalogues

by

Post,

Free.
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